
Our Aim,

* We have unique and sensitive enovironment related to all local frora and fauna, which must save and protect long lasted.  

* Try to keep understanding our life style comes from living with great environment , history and culture ,

which is essential for next genereations. And also let those importance know to general.                                     

* We treat visitors could be comfortable and could have great experience.

And it is worthwhile to communicate with visitors.  

* To focus for growing up local manifactures and skills which  inherited from generations to generations,

also mind and promote for more growth with many people by many ways.

Rules on trail

* Take all rubbish with you

* Keep walk on track always 

* Mind and consider to fauna,flora and other walkers.

* Use toilet on the track (recommend to take a few disposable toilet )

* Prepare your stuff  and behave as mountaineers 

*Take responsibility and keep safe anytime on the tracks 

* Not allowed fire anywhere on the tracks

*Not allowed riding mountain bike , motor bike and other motors. Mind environmnet and keep safe walkers always.

*Use a GPS systems, map applications and paper maps.

Also Mind Them

**Trail/tracks conditions would be changed , possibly some part would not be able to access.

Check and make sure it on our web and weather report , as well.

**Toilets ( yellow dots on map) ,  is available on late April to late November only. 

**No grocery shop along trail.  Prepair manchies and enough water before you start.

**Some part on the track has no mobile reception.  Recomend to download our map or bring a map.

Also available to use YAMAP, is specialized for mountain use. 

Access and download from QR on left-top on our map. .
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Available  mobile application  ''YAMAP'',  which is 

specialized  for mountaineers.    

Coverd our trail/track  on 2  maps,

Mikuni area (Kanagawa,Yamanashi,Shizuoka)  and

Kintoki area (Kanagawa, Shizuoka).

You can reach to an inspected report  (Japanese 

only )  by YAMAP writers.  

Can see some beautiful pictures, as well.
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Need More Info ?     

Access to our WEB 

*  Scaled on hirizontal distance.    

*  Car park is available.  Considerations needed !
East : Kenko Fukushi Kaikan, 3min. from JR Suruga Oyama sta.
North : Myoujin Pass 100m ahead from bus stop  or Pref. boarder

Each place has 2 cars room only.
West : Michino Eki Subashiri  or Fuji Sengen Shrine

For downloading   YAMAP,  

click     here.

**  Japanaese  only  **


